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To improve human well-being, there is increasing awareness of elevating aesthetic
benefits by landscape design, planning, and management. However, which landscape
features and attributes may be associated with aesthetic value of an urban landscape,
human aesthetic preference, and landscape practices is still not clear yet. We
proposed a comprehensive aesthetic assessment approach to realise the determination
of landscape aesthetic indicators, integration of objective indicators and subjective
preferences, and validation of estimations. The approach was based on a four-
level landscape aesthetic indicator system from the bottom features up to attributes
(landscape naturalness, landscape complexity, plant species diversity, water surface,
water clarity, and bank naturalness), component qualities, and finally overall quality.
Fourteen metrics that could provide objective visual and spatial characters and
ecological implications were identified and quantified to indicate landscape aesthetic
features. Landscape aesthetic attributes, vegetation and waterbody component
qualities, and overall quality were estimated by integrating objective indicators and
human subjective preferences. The approach was applied to a case study of four
subareas along an artificially restored riparian buffer in Beijing, China. The results
showed that the modelled overall aesthetic quality was determined by both vegetation
(accounting for 53%) and waterbody. The higher vegetation quality depended on the
higher plant abundance, more vegetation patches, and more vegetation patch types;
the higher waterbody quality depended on the clearer water and larger water surface.
Compared with other features, vertical vegetation configuration, diversity of patch type
and patch shape, and shrub species diversity had greater contribution to the attributes
of naturalness, complexity, and plant species diversity, respectively. The modelled
vegetation aesthetic attributes were directly validated using the surveyed perceptions,
and the modelled vegetation and waterbody aesthetic qualities were indirectly validated
by correlating with the main recreational activities. The approach is confirmed to be
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able to address the questions on determination, integration, and validation of landscape
aesthetic indicators in some way. Thus, the approach is expected to be used for other
landscapes to offer a framework for landscape practices to improve aesthetic value and
cultural service.

Keywords: landscape aesthetic quality, aesthetic attribute, aesthetic feature, vegetation aesthetics, waterbody
aesthetics, aesthetic preference, aesthetic perception

INTRODUCTION

Landscape, defined as the realm in which humans engage with
environmental phenomena and perceive as their surroundings,
is a significant component of urban residential satisfaction (Hur
et al., 2010; Sahraoui et al., 2016). It is the interaction between
landscapes and human viewers within the perceptible realm
that gives rise to landscape aesthetic experience (Daniel, 2001).
Landscape aesthetic quality, defined as ‘the relative aesthetic
excellence of a landscape’ (Daniel, 2001), has been a concern
as home or resort sites are selected (de la Fuente de Val et al.,
2006; Sahraoui et al., 2016). Aesthetic quality has a profound
effect on aesthetic values, which is widely recognised as a
cultural service associated with human well-being (Millennium
Ecosystem Assessment, 2005; Riechers et al., 2016).

Studies on landscape aesthetics have been conducted since
the late 1960s. In the 20th century, there are two main
paradigms of landscape aesthetics theory (Gobster et al., 2019).
The subjective paradigm (e.g., perception-based, and public
preference approaches) perceives landscape quality in the eye of
observers and has dominated in landscape preference (general
aesthetic favour, not limited at certain time or space) and
perception (aesthetic cognition for specific landscapes at certain
time) research. The objective paradigm (e.g., expert-based and
landscape metrics-based approaches) assesses visual quality
inherent to landscape properties and has gained considerable
attention in landscape design, planning, and management
(Lothian, 1999; Daniel, 2001; Howley, 2011; Jorgensen, 2011;
Frank et al., 2013). However, operational approaches to guiding
landscape aesthetic assessment are rarely provided (Frank et al.,
2013; Sahraoui et al., 2016).

Landscape’s biophysical attributes are the compositional
patterns of a landscape. Many attributes for assessing landscape
aesthetics can be found in the literature (Kaplan and Kaplan,
1989), although in some cases they were not explicitly called
“landscape attributes” [e.g., they are called “indicators of
landscape aesthetics” in Frank et al. (2013)]. Some landscape
attributes are usually considered, for instance, naturalness,
coherence or harmony, complexity or diversity or heterogeneity,
legibility, mystery, openness, and uniqueness. Given that
landscape attributes are thought to directly contribute to visual
quality (Daniel, 2001; de la Fuente de Val et al., 2006; Frank
et al., 2013), their determination (including identification and
quantification) is the most essential part in an assessment system.

Each landscape attribute is the comprehensive set of distinct
biophysical features (de la Fuente de Val et al., 2006). Frank
et al. (2013) combined the two-feature metrics (Shannon’s
diversity index and patch density) to indicate an attribute

(diversity) and then combined another feature metric (shape
index; indicating another attribute, naturalness) to obtain the
final aesthetic value. However, on the one hand, many studies
do not strictly differ the meanings of landscape feature from
attribute and thus they are often mixed up. On the other
hand, many studies quantify single features (note that some are
called attributes) rather than integrated attributes to develop
their direct relations to aesthetic quality. For example, Palmer
(2004) proposed the landscape attributes (such as coherence,
complexity, and diversity), but these attributes contained only
conceptual meanings and were not quantified; the estimation
of aesthetic quality were directly based on the single feature
metrics (e.g., edge density and landscape shape index). Sahraoui
et al. (2016) used the two feature metrics (contagion index
and interspersion and juxtaposition index) to indicate landscape
aggregation and the two feature metrics (sum and average of
the length of sight lines) to indicate landscape openness, but
the two attributes (aggregation and openness) themselves, the
integrations of these metrics, were not quantified. Moreover,
some studies select different attributes to directly represent
landscape quality (e.g., de la Fuente de Val et al., 2006), whereas
quality should be the integration of different attributes rather
than single attributes themselves (Daniel, 2001). In order to
develop a standardised landscape aesthetic assessment approach,
it is very essential to strictly differ features from attributes
and place them at discrete levels of a hierarchical system
(Tveit et al., 2006).

Determining landscape aesthetic attributes needs to address
two main issues. One is how to identify and quantify the
landscape features that actually constitute an attribute and relate
to human perceptions (Tveit et al., 2006), and the other is
how to integrate or upscale these distinct features to indicate
an overall attribute. For the first issue, associated landscape
spatial metrics, i.e., quantitative measures of landscape pattern,
in landscape ecology can and should be used as indicators in
composing landscapes and configuring their features (Palmer,
1997, 2004; de la Fuente de Val et al., 2006; Frank et al., 2012,
2013; Syrbe and Walz, 2012; Schirpke et al., 2013; Uuemaa
et al., 2013). Comparing with the assessments based on pictorial
or psychometric measures, landscape metrics-based assessments
enable the estimation of the impact of spatial pattern with visual
elements on aesthetics and are therefore applicable to landscape
practices (Sahraoui et al., 2016). However, this type of assessment
may not explicitly incorporate the impact of ecologically relevant
processes or functions on aesthetics (Jorgensen, 2011). Ecological
meanings imply intrinsic landscape values, such as biodiversity,
and can shift perceptions of how we perceive and appreciate the
beauty of landscapes (Fry et al., 2009). We focus on visual quality
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while also considering the indirect effects of ecological processes
and functions on landscape and humans. From the literature,
this would argue for the existence of a set of landscape features
that are perceived as most relevant to ecological processes and
ecosystem service as it is not clear how those landscape features
are defined and presented (Daniel, 2001; Tveit et al., 2006; Frank
et al., 2012).

Landscape metrics-based assessment is not fundamentally
interested in human perceptions, opinions, and valuations
(Schirpke et al., 2013). Given that a landscape aesthetic attribute is
a joint product of biophysical elements and associated perceptual,
cognitive, and emotional processes in the human viewers, it is
critical to take a balanced view to develop a joint approach for
the second aforementioned issue (Daniel, 2001; de la Fuente
de Val et al., 2006; Jorgensen, 2011; Schirpke et al., 2013). The
joint approach started from a shaky marriage between expert and
perceptual approaches at the close of the 20th century (Daniel,
2001; Tress et al., 2001). The psychophysical approach provides
an appropriate balance between human perceptions (dependent
variable) and biophysical features (explanatory variable) by
developing statistical models (Brown and Daniel, 1986; Daniel,
1990; Ribe, 1990). However, the values of dependent variables
are measures of perceptual factors or affective responses in more
of qualitative ratings based on apprehending views or photos
(Palmer, 2004; Sahraoui et al., 2016), and thus what the approach
explains and predicts is aesthetic perception rather than actual
overall aesthetic quality, which is indeed our target. In addition,
like the aesthetic attributes from the integration of features, the
overall quality depends on the integration of these attributes;
however, the interrelationships among the attributes and their
integration are not fully understood (Tveit et al., 2006).

This study developed a comprehensive aesthetic quality
assessment approach for urban landscapes by integrating
objective and subjective factors that trigger particular aesthetic
reactions. The approach was developed in the framework of
a case study, the urban riparian landscapes in Lianshihu Park
along the Yongding River in Beijing. Given that “the demand
for aesthetically pleasing natural landscapes has increased in
accordance with increased urbanisation” (Millennium Ecosystem
Assessment, 2005), riparian landscapes with both plenty of
vegetation and clear waterbody always have special meanings for
people in urbanised areas. Most studies focussed on the ecological
benefits in controlling flood, reducing erosion, creating wildlife
habitats, and regulating microclimate in natural riparian zones.
Although aesthetics may be the main driver that people have
positive reactions to a riparian landscape (Kenwick et al., 2009),
there is still a paucity of information about its aesthetic values
and cultural services (Vollmer et al., 2015), especially for the
vegetation along rivers throughout the fast-growing urban areas.

The study park mainly consists of the artificially restored
riparian vegetation and river, as well as some settings. The issue
of whether the biologically and physically restored landscape
can meet residents’ requirement for aesthetics has not settled
yet since it was opened in 2011. The settlement of the issue
depends on not only how to assess aesthetic quality, but also how
people prefer and perceive aesthetics. For that, we formulated the
following research questions: (1) After identifying the landscape

attributes that are significantly related to both human aesthetic
experiences and ecosystem management activities in urban green
spaces and waterbody areas, how do we quantify the perceptional,
spatial, and ecological feature metrics that may indicate these
attributes? (2) How do we combine the multiple features to obtain
reliable indications of both the corresponding attributes and
aesthetic quality by integrating objective indicators and subjective
preferences? (3) How do we validate such estimated aesthetic
indicators? The objective of study in theory is to construct a
comprehensive assessment approach to address the questions
on determination (including identification and quantification),
integration, and validation of aesthetic indicators to derive overall
aesthetic quality of a landscape (Figure 1). The objective of
study in practices is to provide information about how to
develop suitable vegetation and waterbody features and attributes
during landscape design, planning, and management to improve
aesthetic value and cultural service.

MATERIALS AND METHODS

Study Area
The Yongding River, which originates in the Guancen Mountains
in Shanxi Province and passes through Inner Mongolia, Hebei
Province, and the cities of Beijing and Tianjing to the Bohai Sea
(Figure 2A), is 747 km long with a basin area of 4.7 × 104 km2.
At 170 km, it is the longest river in Beijing, including 37 km
in the plain area (Figure 2B), and was called the mother
river of Beijing.

However, starting from the middle and late last century,
the Yongding River was reconstructed to be mainly used as a
drainage channel, and the increased water flow from agricultural
fields and urban areas carried sediments and pollutants into the
river with the fast pace of agriculture and urbanisation. This
dramatically changed both the appearance and health of the river
and riparian ecosystems, and even some river sections gradually
dried up. The modification affected not only the nearby riparian
buffers but also a large portion of Beijing’s water system. Since
2009, some restoration practices have been implemented on the
riverbeds, banks, and buffers along the Menchenghu, Lianshihu,
Xiaoyuehu, and Wanpinghu waterways in southwestern Beijing
(Figure 2C). These included dredging the waterway, delivering
more reclaimed water, forming multiple waterfalls horizontally
across the water surface, meandering the riverbeds, increasing
the earthen banks, and establishing the vegetated corridors along
gently sloping zones (Zhu and Deng, 2012). Many trees, shrubs,
and herbs were planted to form single or multi-layer green belts,
although these were planted at similar times leading to a lack of
biophysical variation among individuals within species.

Our study area is Lianshihu Park including the Menchenghu
and Lianshihu river subsections in the city section, located in
the east of the Mentougou District, neighbouring the southwest
of the Shijingshan District and the north of the Fengtai District
(Figure 2C), which are both large urban areas. The park was
established after the restorations and leisure facilities were
completed in September 2011. The total area of the park is
1.86 km2, including 34.47% riparian buffer and 65.53% riverway.
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FIGURE 1 | Comprehensive approach to aesthetic quality assessment of urban landscapes. The approach is based on a four-level landscape aesthetic indicator
system from feature to attribute to component quality to overall quality. The approach is to realise the determination (including identification and quantification) of
landscape aesthetic features, integration of objective indicators and subjective preferences for the estimations of aesthetic attributes, component qualities and
overall quality, and validation of the estimations by direct surveyed perceptions and indirect recreational activities.

The park has become an important leisure space for local
residents and visitors (Supplementary Appendix A).

Carrying with the great affections for the mother river of
Beijing, many people have been counting on the improved
environmental services and ecological health of the park after the

restorations. We studied its services in improving water quality
(Wang et al., 2015) and regulating surface runoff (Wang, 2015)
and microclimate (Zheng and Zhang, 2016; Wang et al., 2020).
However, its cultural services, especially its aesthetic values and
recreation, which are the most directly correlated with human
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FIGURE 2 | Location of study area Lianshihu Park including the Menchenghu and Lianshihu river subsections in the city section of Yongding River (C) of Beijing (B),
China (A).

well-being, are still not systematically studied. The lack is a
shortage when evaluating the restoring effects and offering advice
for the future landscape design and planning.

Spatial Data and Field Survey of Land
Cover Patches
A vector land cover map was created based on a four-
band WorldView-2 image (0.5 m pixel resolution) for
September 18, 2013 by on-screen digitising in ArcGIS

10.2. Image pre-processing, such as radiometric and
atmospheric calibration and geometric rectification, was
completed using ENVI 5.0 software. The vector map
was converted to a raster layer with a 0.5 m spatial
resolution. The land cover map was used to calculate some
landscape metrics.

From the land cover map, 428 riparian patches with
homogeneous land cover were identified. The interpreted type of
each patch was tested through comparison with the field survey
data in 2016. In the buffer, 369 vegetation patches accounted
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FIGURE 3 | Four subareas along the Menchenghu and Lianshihu river subsections in Lianshihu Park. Legend indicates patch types whose meanings are given in
Supplementary Appendix B.
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for 84.98% of the area. The mean vegetation patch size was
0.148 ± 0.216 ha, ranging from 0.001 to 2.058 ha. Paths,
infrastructures, and buildings, which accounted for 11.38%,
2.12%, and 0.27% of the buffer, respectively, were also interpreted
and tested. In this study, patch is the grain of landscape elements,
the finest unit in which people can perceive spatial heterogeneity.
A two-level patch classification system was developed, composed
of five first-class and 32 second-class patch types (Supplementary
Appendix B).

The entire riparian vegetation and corresponding river
segments were divided into four landscapes (subareas A1,
A2, A3, and A4), continuously located from north to south
according to their vegetation and river conditions as well as
infrastructure (Figure 3). The four subareas had the riverway
length ranging from 1.58 to 1.93 km – the distance that most
visitors could walk along the path in the park. It ensured that
each subarea had an appropriate extent to accommodate visitors’
perceptions. The four subareas had small differences in vegetation
area proportion of riparian buffer (80–89%). However, there
were great differences in the abundance of riparian plants and
vegetation patches, water surface size, and water quality (Table 1).
Regarding riparian vegetation, A1 was similar to A4 while A2 was
similar to A3; regarding river waterbody, A1 was similar to A2
while A3 was similar to A4. A4 had the highest plant abundance,
most vegetation patches, and largest clear water area. The number
of riparian vegetation patches in A4 was 22–46% higher than that
in A2 and A3, and the water surface width in A4 was more than
220% higher than that in A1 and A2. By contrast, A2 had the
lowest plant abundance and least vegetation patches and both
A1 and A2 had the smallest water surface and most seriously
contaminated waterbody. Moreover, compared with A1 and A2
with curving bank, A4 and A3 had straighter bank.

Aesthetic Quality Assessment of Urban
Landscapes
The proposed comprehensive approach was conducted on the
assumption that landscape aesthetic preference and perception
could be influenced by landscape elements. The approach
covered the tasks ranging from determination and integration of
aesthetic indicators to their validation (Figure 1).

Determination and Integration of Landscape
Aesthetic Indicators
The construction of landscape indicators is an essential
step in aesthetic assessment. We developed a hierarchical
structure of four levels involving landscape feature, attribute,
component quality, and overall quality from the bottom up. The
highest level is overall landscape aesthetic quality. Component
qualities describe different aspects of quality, such as vegetation
and waterbody, which are visually and ecologically sensitive.
Component quality is determined by the attributes associated
with vegetation or waterbody aesthetics, while the attributes, in
turn, can be described using feature metrics (Table 2).

The inhabitants close to large urban areas are more likely
to enjoy the environments with vegetation and waterbody,
which have great difference in views and functions from the
monotonous buildings where they more often live. Comparing TA
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TABLE 2 | Four levels of aesthetic indicator system of urban landscapes.

The first level The second level The third level The fourth level

Landscape aesthetic quality Landscape aesthetic component quality Landscape aesthetic attribute Landscape aesthetic feature (metrics)

Overall aesthetic quality (OAQ) Vegetation aesthetic quality (VAQ) Landscape naturalness (Ln) Area-weighted mean shape index (SHAPE)

Vertical vegetation configuration index (VVCI)

Non-vegetation and vegetation patch edge
contrast index (NVPECI)

Landscape complexity (Lc) Modified Simpson’s diversity index of
vegetation patch type (MSIDI)

Modified Simpson’s area diversity index of
vegetation patches (MSIDIAREA)

Modified Simpson’s shape diversity index of
vegetation patches (MSIDISHAPE )

Modified Simpson’s proximity diversity index of
vegetation patches (MSIDIPROX )

Modified Simpson’s similarity diversity index of
vegetation patches (MSIDISIMI )

Plant species diversity (Sd) Herb diversity (MSIDISPEC-herb)

Shrub diversity (MSIDISPEC-shrub)

Tree diversity (MSIDISPEC-tree)

Waterbody aesthetic quality (WAQ) Water surface Mean water surface width (WSW) (m)

Water clarity Clear water area (CWA) (ha)

Bank naturalness Bank curvilinearity (CUR)

with rural residents, these inhabitants tend to prefer more
naturalised settings and varied views to relieve physiological and
psychological stress and have higher leisure demands (Kaplan
and Kaplan, 1989; Ryan, 1998; Hartig et al., 2003; Herzog et al.,
2003). According to the literature and our interviews with visitors
in the study area, landscape naturalness and complexity have
been found to be the most key attributes that can enhance
landscape preference (Kaplan and Kaplan, 1989; Lamb and
Purcell, 1990; Real et al., 2000; Hands and Brown, 2002; Hagerhall
et al., 2004; Palmer, 2004; Tveit et al., 2006; Schirpke et al.,
2013; Sahraoui et al., 2016). However, few landscape studies
were concerned with biodiversity that contains strong ecological
meanings, because species cannot be readily identified from
generally used land cover map, photos, or aerial images.

These aesthetic attributes present distinct perceptual and
spatial characteristics. For example, greater naturalness means
less human artefacts or disturbance and less rigid appearances;
greater complexity creates richer vegetation patches or more
varied patch configurations; and more plant species leads
to higher vividness from various colours, leaf shapes, and
tree structures (Kaplan and Kaplan, 1989; Parsons, 1991;
Daniel, 2001). Moreover, these aesthetic attributes imply certain
ecological functions or ecosystem services. For example, although
naturalness is an ambiguous term in a landscape significantly
influenced by humans, landscape patterns perceived as more
natural are often perceived as more scenically beautiful and are
often from more healthy ecosystems (Gobster et al., 2007).

In addition to vegetation, water is another landscape element
that people clearly prefer (Kaplan and Kaplan, 1989; Tveit
et al., 2006). Many studies have found that water area has a
positive role on affective states (Kaltenborn and Bjerke, 2002;

Faggi et al., 2011; Sahraoui et al., 2016). Several studies showed
that aesthetic quality may also be affected by water movement
or healthiness (Brown and Daniel, 1991; Cottet et al., 2013).
People prefer naturally meandering rivers, which can create a
greater aesthetic pleasure than straightened ones (Kondolf, 2006;
Kenwick et al., 2009). According to the literature, our interviews
with visitors, and our observations of human activities along
the river, the three most critical attributes, water surface, water
clarity, and bank naturalness, were selected to indicate waterbody
aesthetics in our study area (Table 2).

These third-level landscape attributes were indicated by
the fourth-level landscape features, which were quantified
by metrics (Table 2). We developed new or used existing
landscape-level metrics that include visual, perceptual, and
spatial features and underlying ecological meanings. Given
that the assessment method is intended to be generically
applicable, most metrics should be able to be easily measured
or estimated from land cover data or remote sensing data.
Except for the mean water surface width (WSW), which were
directly measured from images, we used or developed the
metrics that integrate different characteristics. For example,
diversity of vegetation patch areas (MSIDIAREA) is the integration
of the number of patch area classes (richness) and the
proportional distribution of patch numbers among different
patch area classes (evenness); clear water area (CWA) is the
integration of total water area, contamination status, and water
movement. Moreover, the selected metrics should be mutually
independent to avoid considering their interrelationships when
indicating an attribute.

In summary, we integrated the distinct landscape feature
metrics to express different aspects of attributes. The derived
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attributes values were integrated to obtain the quality values
for the two components, vegetation, and waterbody, which were
further integrated to obtain a final value for the overall aesthetic
quality (Figure 1).

Landscape Vegetation Aesthetics
(i) Landscape naturalness

When selecting the feature metrics that indicate landscape
naturalness attribute, the two aspects, manufactured influence
and human aesthetic preferences, were considered. Most
deciduous trees, shrubs, and flowering herbs and all coniferous
trees and shrubs in the study area were planted by design. There
were no patches of completely wild vegetation; only a few native
species and some wild forbs were sparsely interspersed or locally
clumped within a patch. Consequently, perceived naturalness in
an urban setting should be defined by the degree of deviation
from natural appearance, rather than the presence or dominance
of native plant species or management intensity in a more natural
context (Tveit et al., 2006; Frank et al., 2013).

Moreover, perceived naturalness can be inconsistent with
ecological naturalness (Daniel, 2001; Gobster et al., 2007). For
example, disorderly growing wild forbs may not be considered
scenically attractive by some visitors, although they may be
more ecologically important than closely cropped lawns (such
as in biodiversity and ecosystem resilience). Conversely, most
urban landscapes with some exotic plants or orderly manicured
green spaces represent slick-and-clean aesthetic, which may
have negative effects on ecological conditions and human
psychological functioning (Kenwick et al., 2009). To avoid
these conflicts, we used or developed naturalness indicators
in which aesthetic experiences and ecological benefits have
complementary rather than contradictory implications for a
landscape. Consequently, with these indicators, landscapes that
are perceived as more natural are often ecologically robust
(Gobster, 1999; Arriaza et al., 2004; Sahraoui et al., 2016).

A larger number of patches in a natural landscape have
irregular contours than those in an artificial landscape. In
natural forests, multi-layer vegetation, from herbs to underwood
to canopy, and structurally complicated stands are common,
Meanwhile, artificial forests are often dominated by single-layer
and structurally simple stands. There is great clashing between
a manufactured feature such as hardened paths and its natural
background, and their visual contrasts in colour, texture, size,
and shape greatly destroy the integrity of context (Hernández
et al., 2004). Based on these analyses, we used an area-weighted
mean patch shape index (SHAPE) in the spatial pattern analysis
package FRAGSTATS 4.2 (McGarigal et al., 2012) and developed
two new indices to quantify patch naturalness: vertical vegetation
configuration index (VVCI) and non-vegetation and vegetation
patch edge contrast index (NVPECI). SHAPE and NVPECI were
calculated from the interpreted land cover map, while VVCI
was from the field survey. SHAPE and VVCI at landscape level
were lumped from the area-weighted mean indices for each
patch (Supplementary Appendix C).

If the SHAPE value is low, visitors see more patches
with simple geometric shapes. If the SHAPE value is high,

they have a strong impression of naturalness due to the
variety and complexity of patch shapes (de la Fuente de
Val et al., 2006; Frank et al., 2013). VVCI indicates the
whole complexity of vegetation layers from ground to canopy.
A higher VVCI value indicates multiple vertical layers and more
natural vegetation structure. NVPECI indicates the total contrast
between vegetation and non-vegetation patches. A higher
NVPECI means more infrastructures, buildings, or paths are
adjacent to vegetation patches and greater non-vegetation patch
density in a landscape dominated by vegetation. Once the path
density or area of amenities crosses a threshold, what people
perceive is the isolated vegetation patches that lack natural
continuity. Hence, NVPECI can have a negative impact on
landscape naturalness (Purcell and Lamb, 1998).

The values of SHAPE, VVCI, and NVPECI were normalised
by dividing their respective maximums. An overall landscape
naturalness (Ln) for each landscape was quantified using the
model:

Ln = wln1 · SHAPE+ wln2 · VVCI− wln3 ·NVPECI (1)

where wln1, wln2, and wln3 are the weights of SHAPE, VVCI, and
NVPECI in influencing Ln, respectively.

(ii) Landscape complexity

We selected the feature metrics that indicate landscape
complexity attribute based on two aspects: composition and
configuration of vegetation patches. Landscape composition
associated with complexity may be quantified by patch richness
(e.g., Palmer, 2004) and diversity index (e.g., Frank et al., 2013)
to measure the variety of land cover or patch (Tveit et al., 2006).
This study used a modified Simpson’s diversity index (MSIDI)
in FRAGSTATS 4.2 (McGarigal et al., 2012) to measure the
variety of vegetation patches. The vegetation patches were defined
based on a two-level classification system including 15 groups
(Supplementary Appendix B). The landscape with the higher
MSIDI has a mixture of larger number of patch types (i.e., richer)
with approximately equal area among different types (i.e., evener)
(Palmer, 2004).

Based on MSIDI, we developed four modified Simpson’s
diversity indices to measure the complexity of landscape
configuration: diversity of patch area (MSIDIAREA), diversity
of patch shape (MSIDISHAPE), diversity of proximity between
patches of the same type (MSIDIPROX), and diversity of similarity
to adjacent vegetation patches (MSIDISIMI) (Supplementary
Appendix C). The more complex landscapes are those that have
the higher diversity of patch area, shape, proximity, or similarity,
meaning that the landscapes have both larger number of different
classes of patch area, shape, proximity, or similarity (i.e., richer)
and more equitable proportional distribution of patch numbers
among different classes (i.e., evener).

Diversity of spatial pattern (especially area and shape) of
single patches is the usual measurement of complexity (Tveit
et al., 2006). However, diversity of spatial association among
different patches is little mentioned. Proximity between patches
of the same type and similarity to adjacent patches of the same
and different types are important pattern characteristics that
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reflect spatial context of a patch in relation to its neighbours.
We used the proximity index (PROX) and similarity index
(SIMI) that can be calculated at patch level in FRAGSTATS
4.2 (McGarigal et al., 2012). PROX and SIMI can distinguish
sparse distributions of small and insular patches from contiguous
(or less fragmented) configurations with a complex cluster of
larger and similar patches (Gustafson and Parker, 1992). A high
diversity of proximity means there are obvious variations (high
complexity) in the degree of patch isolation and the degree
of fragmentation of the corresponding patch type, and a high
diversity of similarity means there are obvious variations in the
degree of patch isolation and the degree of contrast of all the
patch types in a landscape mosaic. Within a landscape with
high diversity of proximity, visitors may feel that the similar
patches with different sizes occur at different locations. Within
a landscape with a high diversity of similarity, visitors may
notice the obvious variations in the vegetation contrast among
the adjacent patches. That is, the adjacent plants that are very
similar, similar, slightly contrasting, and sharply contrasting
exist simultaneously.

The values of MSIDI, MSIDIAREA, MSIDISHAPE, MSIDIPROX ,
and MSIDISIMI were normalised by dividing their respective
maximums. An overall landscape complexity (Lc) for each
landscape was quantified using the model:

Lc = wlc1 ·MSIDI+ wlc2 ·MSIDIAREA + wlc3 ·MSIDISHAPE

+wlc4 ·MSIDIPROX + wlc5 ·MSIDISIMI (2)

where wlc1, wlc2, wlc3, wlc4, and wlc5 are, respectively, the
weights of MSIDI, MSIDIAREA, MSIDISHAPE, MSIDIPROX , and
MSIDISIMI in influencing Lc.

(iii) Plant species diversity

A modified Simpson’s species diversity index (MSIDISPEC)
was developed, and MSIDISPEC-tree, MSIDISPEC-shrub, and
MSIDISPEC-herb were used to measure the species diversity of
tree, shrub, and herb layers, respectively, at the landscape level
(Supplementary Appendix C). Simpson’s species diversity
index is relatively less sensitive to richness than evenness and
thus places more weight on the common species. By contrast,
other indices (e.g., Shannon’s species diversity index) are more
sensitive to richness than evenness and, thus, rare species
have a disproportionately large influence on the magnitude
of the index. Trees, shrubs, and herbs are one of urban green
structure components. People’s perceived aesthetic of urban
greenery is significantly correlated with estimates of biodiversity
of these components (Gunnarsson et al., 2017). Separation
of components (trees, shrubs, and herbs) with different plant
functional traits (such as in life form) is crucial to make
mechanistic understanding of various species’ contributions
to aesthetics and ecosystem services (Lavorel et al., 2011;
Andersson-Sköld et al., 2018).

To derive MSIDISPEC, we recorded plant species that occupied
more than 1% of the patch area at any of the three vertical layers
within each vegetation patch in August 2016. Spacing distances
among plants were measured, from which the density and

amount of each plant species were calculated (Supplementary
Appendix C).

The values of MSIDISPEC-tree, MSIDISPEC-shrub, and
MSIDISPEC-herb were normalised by dividing their respective
maximums. An overall plant species diversity (Sd) for each
landscape was quantified using the model:

Sd = wsd1 ·MSIDISPEC-tree + wsd2 ·MSIDISPEC-shrub

+wsd3 ·MSIDISPEC-herb (3)

where wsd1, wsd2, and wsd3 are the importance degrees (weights)
of variety at the tree, shrub, and herb species, respectively, in
influencing Sd.

(iv) Landscape vegetation aesthetic quality

Although the three landscape attributes are presented
independently, they have close links or overlaps and work
together to form the totality of vegetation aesthetics. Given
that Ln, Lc, and Sd had been normalised, the overall vegetation
aesthetic quality (VAQ) for each landscape was quantified using
the model:

VAQ = wln · Ln+ wlc · Lc+ wsd · Sd + V_INT (4)

V_INT = wvin2 · V_INT2 + wvin3 · V_INT3 (5)

where wln, wlc, and wsd are the weights of Ln, Lc, and Sd,
respectively, in influencing VAQ. V_INT is the set of interaction
among Ln, Lc, and Sd, probably including the interactions
among any two (V_INT2) or three (V_INT3) attributes, whose
corresponding weight sets influencing VAQ are wvin2 and
wvin3, respectively.

Landscape Waterbody Aesthetics
We quantified waterbody aesthetic attributes from water surface,
water clarity, and bank naturalness, which were measured using
three metrics: mean water surface width (WSW), CWA, and bank
curvilinearity (CUR).

From the interpreted WorldView-2 image, we divided the
whole river way into multiple segments according to the riverbed
width and fragmentation of waterbody from the amount, size,
and distribution of islets and contaminated water areas. We
measured the length and intermediate width of each segment
using ArcGIS software. A length-weighted mean WSW was
calculated for each subarea.

We derived turbidity (clear and slightly, more, or seriously
contaminated) of the waterbody in each subarea from
WorldView-2 image, which was tested through comparison
with field survey data. We also observed the water movement
(moving or static) in each subarea in mid-September 2016. River
conditions were classified into five types: clear moving water,
clear static water, clear but slightly contaminated static water,
more contaminated static water, and seriously contaminated
static water. These were given the weights of 0.9, 0.7, 0.5, 0.3,
and –1.0, respectively. Finally, an area-weighted CWA was
calculated for each subarea.
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The banks of natural rivers in plains are mostly crooked, while
artificial rivers often have straightened banks. Thus, rivers with a
higher CUR present more natural bank. CUR was calculated by
comparing the actual length of a bank and the length of straight
bank with the same starting and ending points (Supplementary
Appendix C).

The values of WSW, CWA, and CUR were normalised by
dividing their respective maximums. The overall waterbody
aesthetic quality (WAQ) for each landscape was quantified using
the model:

WAQ = ww1 ·WSW+ ww2 · CWA + ww3 · CUR (6)

where ww1, ww2, and ww3 are, respectively, the weights of WSW,
CWA, and CUR in influencing WAQ. The interactions among
WSW, CWA, and CUR was not considered given that these three
metrics were independent of each other.

Overall Landscape Aesthetic Quality
The overall aesthetic quality (OAQ) for each landscape was
quantified using the model:

OAQ = wc1 · VAQ+ wc2 ·WAQ (7)

where wc1 and wc2 are, respectively, the weights of VAQ and
WAQ in influencing OAQ. The interaction between VAQ and
WAQ was not considered because the two components of
vegetation and waterbody and their aesthetic attributes and
features were strictly differed and their influences on OAQ were
independent of each other.

In Equations 1–7, the quantifications of aesthetic indicators
presented the integration of indicators, from features to
integrated attributes to further integrated component qualities to
finally integrated overall quality, by jointing objective indicators
and subjective preferences.

Survey of Aesthetic Preference and Perception for
Vegetation and Waterbody
Questionnaire-based on-site surveys of aesthetic preference and
perception may provide a way to address the second question
(integrating objective indicators and subjective preferences) and
the third question (validating the estimated aesthetic indicators)
proposed in Introduction section, respectively (Figure 4). While
urban landscapes may have appreciable differences in scenic
values, the correlations of preferred or perceived views with
the landscape composition and configuration describing these
views remain general. Typically, landscape differences are several
orders of magnitude greater than the variations in observers’
judgements (Daniel, 2001; Palmer and Hoffman, 2001; Palmer,
2004). This is a basic assumption on which we can utilise survey
data to assess aesthetic quality.

In our assessment, in order to obtain the six integrated
predictors, aesthetic attributes (landscape naturalness, landscape
complexity, and plant species diversity), vegetation and
waterbody aesthetic qualities, and overall aesthetic quality, the
weights in Equations 1–7 need to be estimated. This is associated
with the second question proposed in the Introduction section.
Although the estimations of these weights are based on objective
landscape metrics, they depend more on subjective sentiments.

Given that these weights cannot be measured directly, we
conducted some preference surveys, from which the weights
were estimated (Figure 4). The first category of survey (I-n)
aimed for developing a detailed understanding of preferred
settings, landscape elements, and spatial configurations. For
each of the eleven questions, participants were asked to mark
one of five boxes that most closely matched their preferences
for the items about influence of a feature on its corresponding
attribute. For example, “Influence of varying tree species (3–
10 m) on plant species diversity” (I-1). The second category
of survey (II-n) aimed for importance of landscape aesthetic
attributes for quality. Three questions were asked to rate the
extent to which a participant agreed with the importance of the
three attributes (landscape naturalness, landscape complexity,
and plant species diversity) for vegetation aesthetics. For
these two categories of survey, a 5-point Likert scale method
was used, offering five responses, “very much,” “quite a bit,”
“somewhat,” “a little,” and “not at all,” given scores 5, 4, 3, 2, and
1, respectively (Supplementary Appendix D).

In our assessment, the validity of estimations of landscape
attributes from Equations 1–3 need testing. This is associated
with the third question proposed in Introduction section
(Figure 4). Given that these response variables cannot be directly
measured, we obtained the participants’ perceptual judgements
for the attributes within the landscape where they were from
the third category of survey (III-4, III-5, and III-9). Meanwhile,
perceptual judgements of tree, shrub, and herb species diversity
were asked (III-1, III-2, and III-3). In addition, whether a metrics
(e.g., SHAPE, VVCI, and NVPECI) can effectively indicate an
aesthetic attribute (e.g., naturalness) may also need to be tested
(III-6, III-7, and III-8) by perceptual judgements. A scale of
numbers (0–10) was set to rate the nine items. For example,
“Please give a rating of landscape complexity within the subarea
where you are” (III-5) (Supplementary Appendix D).

In the fourth category of survey (IV-n), participants were
asked to respond based on the questions about demographics,
trip characteristics, preference, and activity (Supplementary
Appendix D). These questions provided the basis for
analysing the connection between aesthetic perceptions and
preferences and personal factors, although this study did not
consider this issue.

However, we did not offer the questions associated with
waterbody aesthetics in the visitor surveys and thus could
not estimate the weights for waterbody and overall aesthetic
quality in Equations 6, 7 based on the visitor surveys. To
supplement the lack, we gathered the survey results from 94
Chinese scholars (including students) in the field of ecology or
environment (Figure 4). Except for the questions associated with
personal characteristics, five Likert scale questions were included
to rate the influence of WSW, CWA, and CUR on waterbody
aesthetic quality (I′-12, I′-13, and I′-14) and the importance of
vegetation and waterbody for overall aesthetic quality (II′-4 and
II′-5) (Supplementary Appendix D).

In summary, apart from the demographic questions, all the
other questions refer to aesthetic preference or importance or
perception. The preference surveys were to derive the weights
of preference or importance and realise the integration of
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FIGURE 4 | Survey of aesthetic preference and perception for vegetation and waterbody. SEM means structural equation modelling.

aesthetic indicators. The perception surveys were to validate the
estimated indicators as well as evaluate the effectivity of some
features (Figure 4).

On-site surveys to park visitors were conducted within all four
subareas on both weekdays and weekends with sunny weather
in August and September 2016. The participants were randomly
selected, no matter who we met when we walked in the park. For
the first and second categories of questions on preferences, the
answers were open and not limited for any subarea. For the third
category of questions on perceptions, the answers were specific
for the subarea where the participants were. We sent out 600
questionnaire and finally gathered 510 effective and complete
ones. We used 102 randomly chosen surveys for validation (about
25 ones for each subarea) and the remaining 408 ones for deriving
the weights. Thus, the surveys for validation and deriving weights
were independent of each other.

Weights of Landscape Aesthetic Preference or
Importance
For Preference Survey From Visitors
Structural equation modelling (SEM) in the software Amos
was used to estimate the weights in Equations 1–5. SEM is
commonly justified to show the relations between unobserved
latent variables and their observable indicators.

For our assessment, the three measurement models of SEM
were constructed to test the hypothesis that aesthetic features
influenced the corresponding aesthetic attributes that were the
latent variables predicted in Equations 1–3 (Figure 5A). As
the latent variable was landscape naturalness, the observed
variables were the influence of irregular and varied vegetation
patch shapes, the influence of multi-layer and structurally
complicated vertical vegetation configuration, and the influence
of number and arrangement of roads around vegetation patches
on naturalness. As the latent variable was landscape complexity,
the observed variables were the influences of diversity of
vegetation patch types, area, shape, proximity of vegetation
patches of the same type, and similarity or contrast to adjacent

vegetation patches on complexity. As the latent variable was plant
species diversity, the observed variables were the influences of
varying tree, shrub, and herb species on total species diversity.
The SEM inputs of observed variables were the 408 response
scores for aesthetic preferences for landscape features from the
first category of survey (I-n in Supplementary Appendix D).

The fourth measurement model of SEM was constructed to
test the hypothesis that aesthetic attributes and their interactions
influenced vegetation aesthetic quality that was the latent variable
predicted in Equations 4, 5 (Figure 5B). The observed variables
were the importance of naturalness, complexity, plant species
diversity, and their interactions for vegetation aesthetic quality.
For the single observed variables, the SEM inputs were the 408
response scores for the importance from the second category of
survey (II-n in Supplementary Appendix D). For the interaction
observed variables, the SEM inputs were the products of two or
three response scores.

Model parameters were obtained through numerical
maximisation via expectation–maximisation of a fit criterion
provided by maximum likelihood estimation. Only the observed
variables that were significantly correlated with a latent variable
and met the requirements for model fits were good indicators
of the latent variable. Given that the path coefficients are
standardised versions of linear regression weights in the SEM
method, in this study, they were used as the estimations of
weights in Equations 1–5.

For Preference Survey From Scholars
We combined the 94 responses (from the 94 Chinese scholars
in the field of ecology or environment in Section “Survey
of Aesthetic Preference and Perception for Vegetation and
Waterbody”) to calculate the proportions of scholars who
gave different response scores, from which the weighted mean
influence of water surface width, clear water area, and bank
curvilinearity on waterbody aesthetic quality and importance of
vegetation and waterbody aesthetic quality for overall aesthetic
quality were estimated in Equations 6, 7.
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FIGURE 5 | Path coefficients in the structural equation modelling: (A) to relate the landscape aesthetic attributes [landscape naturalness (Ln), landscape complexity
(Lc), and plant species diversity (Sd)] to landscape features based on the surveyed aesthetic preferences for features; (B) to relate the vegetation aesthetic quality
(VAQ) to landscape attributes based on the surveyed importance of attributes. The meanings of landscape aesthetic features are shown in Table 2. Significance:
∗p < 0.05; ∗∗p < 0.005; ∗∗∗p < 0.001.

Validation of Modelled Landscape Aesthetic
Indicators
Direct Validation Based on Perception Surveys
Actually, it might not be the direct validation in a general
sense because we could not directly measure the values
of aesthetic attributes (landscape naturalness, landscape
complexity, and plant species diversity) that fused multiple
features. Here, direct validation meant direct comparisons
between the estimations from Equations 1–3 and the
surveyed third category of perception ratings from each
landscape. As perception-based assessments have achieved
generally accepted levels of precision and reliability
(Lothian, 1999; Daniel, 2001; Palmer and Hoffman, 2001;
Kearney et al., 2008; Frank et al., 2013), in this study,
the perception ratings were used as references to validate
the estimations.

Firstly, for the surveyed perception ratings of each
aesthetic attribute, a Welch t test with 95% significance
level was used to examine whether they were significantly
different among the four subareas. Then, we observed
whether the comparative relationships of the estimations
among the four subareas were in accordance with those
for the perception ratings. Further, if the regression
model between the estimations and the perception
ratings could explain more than 50% of the variance,
then it was inferred that there was a close agreement
between the two values.

Indirect Validation Based on Recreational Activities
Human recreational activities in a given area may largely indicate
preferred scenes, as a decrease of scenic quality might reduce the
attractiveness of the area and enjoyment of recreation (Schirpke
et al., 2013). There is a correlation or synergy or overlap between
recreation provision and aesthetics (Daniel et al., 2012; Casado-
Arzuaga et al., 2014). It implies that some recreational activities
may be used to indirectly validate aesthetic qualities.

We surveyed all the recreational activities in each subarea
in the morning, afternoon, and evening, respectively, on both
weekdays and weekends in mid-September 2017 when we walked
along the paths. We recorded the locations and types of all
activities, the number of participants, and the socio-demographic
information. The results showed that the participants engaged in
the following activities in decreasing order: strolling (37.23%),
fishing (21.62%), sitting (19.08%), playing with water (8.09%),
bicycling (7.05%), playing basketball (3.58%), jogging (1.50%),
and others (1.85%).

Some of these recreational activities are correlated with
aesthetics, whereas others may not. Hence, not all surveyed
activities are considered as indirect validation of aesthetic
quality. Specific activities (such as playing basketball and jogging)
occurred only at specific sites (such as sports ground and running
path) and not-fixed activities (such as bicycling) might occur in
any landscape with a suitable path, so they rarely correlated with
aesthetic quality in a site. Thus, only strolling, sitting, fishing, and
playing with water were the concerned activities. In addition, we
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surveyed all the settings that might affect recreational activities in
each subarea (Supplementary Appendix E).

RESULTS

Vegetation Aesthetic Quality
Landscape Naturalness
The modelled results showed that the landscapes with higher
plant abundance and more vegetation patches had higher
landscape naturalness. VVCI had greater positive influence on
naturalness than SHAPE and NVPECI. The weights were from
the first category of preference surveys (I-9, I-10, and I-11 in
Supplementary Appendix D) (Figure 5A).

Ln = 1.005 · VVCI+ 0.581 · SHAPE− 0.233 ·NVPECI (8)

The subareas, ordered by decreasing modelled naturalness
values, were A4 (0.733), A3 (0.688), A2 (0.672), and A1 (0.627)
(Figure 6A). We compared these modelled values with the
results from their perception surveys (III-9 in Supplementary
Appendix D). The perceived naturalness values decreased across
the subareas as follows: A1 (3.588 ± 0.957), A4 (3.441 ± 0.892),
A3 (3.161 ± 1.068), and A2 (3.087 ± 0.848). A Welch t test
showed that the perceived naturalness in A2 was significantly
lower than that of A1 and A4, and there were no significant
differences among other subareas. The correlation between the
modelled and perceived naturalness was insignificant. However,
we found that there was a close agreement between the modelled
VVCI and the perceived naturalness and the regression model
based on the four samples could explain 69.5% of the variance.
The modelled VVCI values were 0.553 (A4), 0.520 (A1), 0.481
(A3), and 0.448 (A2) (Figure 6B).

A4 had the most complicated vertical vegetation structure
and complicated patch shapes and thus the greatest naturalness,
despite having the most paths. A1 had the most regular patches
and many infrastructures, while having a complicated vegetation
structure. By contrast, A2 had the most complicated patch shapes
and the least infrastructures, while having the simplest vegetation
structure (Figure 6B). Therefore, when integrating the three
features, A1 had the lowest naturalness, and when considering
only the most significant feature (vegetation structure), it was A2
that had the lowest naturalness.

Landscape Complexity
The modelled results showed that the landscapes with more
vegetation patches and a variety of patch types had higher
landscape complexity. Diversity of patch type and shape had
greater positive influence on complexity than diversity of patch
similarity, area, and proximity. The weights were from the first
category of preference surveys (I-4, I-5, I-6, I-7, and I-8 in
Supplementary Appendix D) (Figure 5A).

Lc = 0.667 ·MSIDI+ 0.548 ·MSIDISHAPE + 0.398 ·MSIDISIMI

+0.301 ·MSIDIAREA + 0.120 ·MSIDIPROX (9)

The subareas, in decreasing order of modelled complexity
values, were A4 (0.982), A1 (0.955), A2 (0.933), and A3 (0.874)

FIGURE 6 | Modelled landscape attribute values (A) and feature values
indicating landscape naturalness (B), landscape complexity (C), and plant
species diversity (D) for the four subareas. SHAPE means patch shape index,
VVCI means vertical vegetation configuration index, and NVPECI means
non-vegetation and vegetation patch edge contrast index.

(Figure 6A). We compared the modelled values with the
results from their perception surveys (III-5 in Supplementary
Appendix D). The perceived complexity values decreased across
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the subareas as follows: A1 (3.697 ± 0.847), A4 (3.525 ± 0.925),
A3 (3.400± 1.102), and A2 (3.318± 0.894). The differences were
not significant. The regression model between the modelled and
perceived complexity could explain only 26.2% of the variance.
However, when we involved only the two most significant metrics
MSIDI and MSIDISHAPE, the regression model based on the
four samples could explain 50.8% of the variance. The adjusted
modelled complexity values were 0.591 (A1), 0.585 (A4), 0.539
(A2), and 0.484 (A3).

A4 had many vegetation patch types and the greatest
variations in patch area, shape, and similarity, and thus the
greatest complexity. A1 had the most patch types, which
resulted in the greater complexity, although it had the least
variation in patch configuration. By contrast, A3 had the
lowest complexity, largely because it had the fewest patch
types (Figure 6C).

Plant Species Diversity
The modelled results showed that the landscapes with more
vegetation patches and a variety of patch types had higher plant
species diversity. Shrub types had greater positive influence on
species diversity than tree and herb types. The weights were
from the first category of preference surveys (I-1, I-2, and I-3 in
Supplementary Appendix D) (Figure 5A).

Sd = 1.069 ·MSIDISPEC-shrub + 0.558 ·MSIDISPEC-tree

+0.495 ·MSIDISPEC-herb (10)

The subareas, in decreasing order of modelled plant species
diversity values, were A1 (0.993), A4 (0.579), A2 (0.485), and
A3 (0.397) (Figure 6A). We compared the modelled plant
species diversity values with the results from their perception
surveys (III-4 in Supplementary Appendix D). The perceived
diversity values decreased across the subareas as follows: A1
(3.813 ± 0.859), A3 (3.484 ± 1.061), A4 (3.203 ± 0.983), and A2
(3.130 ± 0.694). A Welch t test showed that A1 had significantly
higher diversity than the other subareas; there were no significant
differences among A2, A3, and A4. The comparative relationships
of the modelled diversity values from Equation 10 among the four
subareas were almost in accordance with the perceived values.
The regression model based on the four samples could explain
53.8% of the variance.

A1 had the most shrub and herb species and many tree species,
and thus the greatest diversity, while A3 had the fewest shrub
species and not many herb species, and thus the smallest diversity.
A2 and A4 both had the medium shrub species, A2 had some
herb species but the fewest tree species, and A4 had many tree
species but the fewest herb species, and thus both the medium
diversity (Figure 6D).

Vegetation Aesthetic Quality
The modelled results showed that the landscapes with higher
plant abundance, more vegetation patches, and more patch types
(A1 and A4) had the higher vegetation aesthetic quality. Both the
single attributes (Sd, Lc, and Ln) and their interactions had strong
influence on vegetation aesthetic quality. The weights were from

the second category of importance surveys (II-1, II-2, and II-3 in
Supplementary Appendix D) (Figure 5B).

VAQ = 0.836 · Sd + 0.835 · Lc+ 0.721 · Ln+ 0.941 · Lc · Sd

+0.927 · Ln · Sd + 0.924 · Ln · Lc+ 0.990 · Ln · Lc · Sd (11)

The subareas, ordered by decreasing modelled vegetation
aesthetic quality values, were A1 (0.760), A4 (0.622), A2
(0.531), and A3 (0.474) (Figure 7A). A1 and A4 always
had the higher quality than A2 and A3, even if landscape
naturalness was indicated only by VVCI. There was a
significant and linear regression relationship between the
landscape metrics-based (modelled) and perception survey-based
VVCI, landscape complexity, MSIDISPEC-herb, MSIDISPEC-shrub,
MSIDISPEC-tree, and plant species diversity for all the subareas
(r2 = 0.242, p = 0.015) (Figure 8A). The significance greatly
increased when MSIDISPEC-herb was not considered (r2 = 0.417,
p = 0.002) (Figure 8B).

Waterbody Aesthetic Quality
The modelled results showed that the landscapes with clearer
water and larger water surface (A4 and A3) had the higher
waterbody aesthetic quality. Clear water area and water surface
width had greater positive influence on waterbody aesthetic
quality than bank curvilinearity. The weights were from the
preference scores given by the surveyed scholars (I′-12, I′-13, and
I′-14 in Supplementary Appendix D).

WAQ = 0.588 · CWA+ 0.310 ·WSW+ 0.102 · CUR (12)

The subareas, ordered by decreasing modelled waterbody
aesthetic quality values, were A4 (0.903), A3 (0.574), A2 (0.227),
and A1 (0.190) (Figure 7A). Water surface width and clear water
area could adequately account for these differences (Figure 7B).
A1 and A2 had the narrowest water surface interspersed with
some bare riverbed, averaging not more than 70 m, and they
had a 16–20% seriously contaminated water area. A3 and A4 had
the much wider water surfaces, averaging 162.62 and 218.82 m,
respectively, and they had very large clear water area, just slightly
contaminated at the riversides (Table 1).

However, the great bank curvilinearity in A1 and A2
(Figure 7B) did not significantly increase the total waterbody
aesthetic quality (Figure 7A). One reason is that people might
seldom concern whether the bank was meandering so much
(with the lowest weight in Equation 12 from the preference
surveys). Another possible reason is that bank curvilinearity was
observable at the broad scale, and linear banks restricted the
viewshed of most visitors.

Overall Aesthetic Quality
The modelled results showed that A4 had the highest aesthetic
quality from both the highest plant abundance, the most
vegetation patches, and more vegetation patch types (thus higher
vegetation aesthetic quality), and the clearest water and the largest
water surface (thus higher waterbody aesthetic quality). A2 had
the lowest quality from both the secondly lowest vegetation
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FIGURE 7 | Modelled waterbody aesthetic quality (WAQ), vegetation aesthetic quality (VAQ), and overall aesthetic quality (OAQ) (A) and feature values indicating
WAQ (B) for the four subareas. VAQ_VVCI and OAQ_VVCI mean the VAQ and OAQ values based on just vertical vegetation configuration index (VVCI).

and waterbody quality. A3 and A1 had the intermediate quality
from either the higher waterbody quality while the lowest
vegetation quality or the highest vegetation quality while the
lowest waterbody quality (Figure 7A). The component that
best explained overall aesthetic quality was vegetation, while
waterbody had approximate contribution. The weights were from
the importance scores given by the surveyed scholars (II′-4 and
II′-5 in Supplementary Appendix D).

OAQ = 0.532·VAQ+ 0.468·WAQ (13)

Strolling and sitting, the most frequent activities within
the riparian vegetation buffer, occurred most in the subareas
with higher vegetation aesthetic quality, which were A4 and
A1 (Figures 7A, 9). In these subareas, visitors could enjoy
varied or structurally complicated plants and colourful flowers

(Figures 6B–D) when walking along paths, and they could spend
much time under trees or near flowers. Therefore, there was a
good match between modelled vegetation aesthetic quality values
and surveyed buffer recreational activities.

Fishing and playing with water, the most frequent water-
based recreations at the riverside, occurred more in the subareas
with higher waterbody aesthetic quality, which were A4 and
A3 (Figures 7A, 9). In these subareas, visitors could enjoy
playing with the open and clear water, and they could spend
much time to play and catch more fishes at the riverside. By
contrast, there was no water-based recreation that occurred
in A1, which had the lowest waterbody aesthetic quality
resulting from the narrowest water surface and worst water
quality. Therefore, there was a good match between modelled
waterbody aesthetic quality values and surveyed riverside
recreational activities.
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FIGURE 8 | Relationship between modelled and perception-based values of herb (orange), shrub (blue), tree (green), and total plant species diversity (purple),
landscape complexity (grey), and landscape naturalness (vertical vegetation configuration index, red) for the four subareas. Herb species diversity is included (A) and
excluded (B), respectively.

DISCUSSION

Aesthetic value is a critical component of ecosystem cultural
service, and aesthetic assessment can offer indispensable
information for landscape design, planning, and management
to improve human well-being. However, the current studies
on determination, integration, and validation of landscape
aesthetic indicators still cannot meet the requirement for precise,
reliable, and valid aesthetic assessment. We find a comprehensive

aesthetic assessment approach that shows promise for urban
landscape research, taking into account both objective and
subjective factors. The approach was applied to urban riparian
landscapes as a case study. The results showed that vegetation and
waterbody commonly contributed to overall aesthetic quality,
accounting for 53 and 47%, respectively. The landscape with
both higher plant abundance, more vegetation patches, and
more patch types (exhibiting higher vegetation aesthetic quality)
and clearer water and larger water surface (exhibiting higher
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FIGURE 9 | The number of participants engaged in recreational activities in the four subareas.

waterbody aesthetic quality) had the higher overall aesthetic
quality (such as A4), and vice versa (such as A2). If either
vegetation (such as A1) or waterbody (such as A3) showed
higher aesthetic quality, while another quality was lower, the
landscape had the intermediate overall aesthetic quality. Vertical
vegetation configuration had greater influence on landscape
naturalness than patch shape and non-vegetation and vegetation
patch edge contrast. Diversity of patch type and diversity of
patch shape had greater influence on landscape complexity than
diversity of similarity to adjacent vegetation patches, diversity
of patch area, and diversity of proximity between patches of
the same type. Shrub species diversity had greater influence
on total plant species diversity than tree and herb species
diversity. Clear water area and water surface width had greater
influence on waterbody aesthetics than bank curvilinearity.
These results were validated by comparing with the perceived
naturalness, complexity, diversity, and by correlating with the
main recreational activities. The case study demonstrated that
the approach can address the three questions on determination,
integration, and validation of landscape aesthetic indicators in
some way and meet the generally required precision, reliability
and validity of assessment systems, although some issues are still
pending. Each of these issues is discussed below.

Determination of Landscape Aesthetic
Indicators
Effectivity of Landscape Aesthetic Indicators
We used the landscape metrics that might be readily available.
However, are their definitions effective to express some aesthetic
meanings? For the landscape naturalness metrics (i.e., SHAPE,
VVCI, and NVPECI), we compared the modelled patch-level
metrics with the respondents’ perceptions for the naturalness
of shape, vertical structure, and adjacent road of vegetation
patches where they were (III-6, III-7, and III-8 in Supplementary
Appendix D). The results, based on 102 patch data, showed

that there were significant and linear correlations between all
the three modelled metrics and the surveyed perception ratings
(Figures 10A–C). Therefore, we concluded that the three metrics
used in this study can effectively, at least to some extent, indicate
features of naturalness.

However, we found that not all the single metrics that
were effective in indicating patch aesthetic features could be
integrated to effectively indicate landscape aesthetic attribute.
For example, in this study, the naturalness indicators initially
modelled within a patch (though eventually integrated at
landscape scale), such as VVCI, might be more effective than
others, such as SHAPE and NVPECI. One reason might be
perspective of observers for certain feature (Palmer, 2004). Most
visitors perceived naturalness through vegetation conditions
within a patch when they sat near trees or strolled along the
path. By contrast, patch shape and patch edge contrast might
not be legibly perceived via the observer’s interpretation of
immediate surroundings (Kaplan and Kaplan, 1989). Another
reason might be the degree that these feature values can
be differentiated. Most observed patches (68.4%) had regular
shapes with SHAPE from 1.0 to 1.6 (Figure 10E), and most
(57.6%) had intermediate patch edge contrasts with NVPECI
ranging from 0.4 to 0.6 (Figure 10F). By contrast to the
more dominant distribution of SHAPE and NVPECI, VVCI
had more even distribution, mainly ranging from 0.8–1.6
(36.2%) to 2.0–2.6 (48.9%) (Figure 10D). Approximate patch
shapes and edge contrasts increased the difficulty in accurately
differing them. Hence, SHAPE and NVPEVI did not relate to
perception ratings as significantly as did VVCI (Figures 10A–
C). That was one of the reasons why there was a much
closer agreement between the modelled landscape naturalness
values and the perception assessments when replacing landscape
naturalness (Ln) (integrating VVCI, SHAPE, and NVPECI)
with landscape-level VVCI. In summary, in our assessment,
the single landscape metrics VVCI, SHAPE, and NVPECI
themselves were all effective in expressing their distinct
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FIGURE 10 | Relationships between modelled values of patch vertical vegetation configuration index (VVCIm) (A), patch shape index (SHAPEm) (B), and
non-vegetation and vegetation patch edge contrast index (NVPECIm) (C) and surveyed perception ratings of naturalness of these patch indices (VVCIp, SHAPEp,
and NVPECIp), respectively. Frequencies of VVCIm (D), SHAPEm (E), and NVPECIm (F) for the 102 perceived patches are also shown.

naturalness features, but VVCI was more effective in indicating
naturalness attribute.

We also found that there was a much closer agreement
between the modelled landscape complexity values and
the perception assessments when replacing landscape
complexity (integrating MSIDI, MSIDIAREA, MSIDISHAPE,
MSIDIPROX , and MSIDISIMI) with adjusted landscape
complexity (integrating MSIDI and MSIDISHAPE). Given
that MSIDI and MSIDISHAPE contributed most to landscape
complexity (Equation 9) and have been most widely used
(e.g., Palmer, 2004; de la Fuente de Val et al., 2006;
Tveit et al., 2006; Frank et al., 2013), this reduction was
also reasonable.

Except for the total plant species diversity, we also compared
the modelled diversity values for different plant components
(herb, shrub, and tree) (Figure 6D) with the results from
their respective perception surveys (III-1, III-2, and III-3 in
Supplementary Appendix D). They had a certain degree of
agreement, especially for the subareas with the highest or
lowest modelled values. For example, A4 had the lowest
modelled herb diversity; a Welch t test showed that A4 had
significantly lower perceived herb diversity (3.000 ± 1.025)
than the other subareas (3.348 ± 0.714–3.710 ± 0.938). A1
had the highest modelled shrub diversity; A1 had higher
perceived shrub diversity (3.344 ± 0.865) than the other
subareas (3.043 ± 0.928–3.194 ± 0.946), but not significantly
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so. A2 had the lowest modelled tree diversity; A2 had lower
perceived tree diversity (2.870 ± 0.815) than the other subareas
(2.966 ± 0.951–3.313 ± 1.148), to a significant degree in
some cases. In summary, in our assessment, the classification
of tree, shrub, and herb diversity was effective in expressing
the diversity features from the distinct plant components,
which was the critical basis of accurately modelling total plant
species diversity.

Future Development of Landscape Aesthetic
Indicators
Further analysis revealed that there is more to be developed
regarding landscape feature metrics in urban areas not
limited in the present study area. For example, for the
present landscape naturalness metrics, VVCI was defined
from a tree-shrub-herb structure. Further assessment could
incorporate other vegetation structure, such as combinations
of artificial and natural plants or native and alien plants
or flowering and green leafy plants (Hands and Brown,
2002). In the present species diversity metrics, only plant
species were considered, while further assessment could
include animal species.

The spatial metrics, other than VVCI, reflected patterns
within a two-dimensional space and did not investigate the
potential effects of vertical factors (e.g., tree height, building
height, or landform) on scenery and ecological processes. If
these effects are significant, three-dimensional spatial metrics
would be required.

In this study, landscape metrics were estimated for
the entire landscapes. Local spatial heterogeneity can
depend on the locations and composition of single
vegetation patches within a viewshed and the spatial
configuration of adjacent patches. Thus, aesthetic quality
could be further assessed at multiple scales, from
patch to neighbourhood to landscape (Daniel, 2001;
Palmer and Hoffman, 2001). Moreover, spatial aesthetic
quality can be estimated based on pixel-level metrics
(Casado-Arzuaga et al., 2014).

Temporally, landscape mosaics may change over seasons
or years. For instance, in vegetation colour or ephemeral
herb species. Accounting for this requires a more dynamic
aesthetic assessment, in contrast to the present static one
(Tveit et al., 2006). However, identifying the aesthetic
cues of spatiotemporal dynamics is a major challenge
(Daniel, 2001).

It should be noted that our system utilises generic
landscape indicators that are relevant for most urban
green spaces and waterbody areas. For a specific
environment, however, the assessment indicators
should be adapted to the particular identity and
processes. For example, the factors of architectural,
historical, and cultural characteristics may have a
critical influence on aesthetic quality (Sahraoui et al.,
2016). Similarly, we ignore here the indicator, the
proportion of vegetation, because vegetation area
accounted for more than 80% in each subarea (Table 1).
However, it may be an indispensable factor for many

non-vegetation dominated landscapes (Palmer, 2004;
Sahraoui et al., 2016).

Regarding waterbody aesthetic indicators, it will be interesting
to select other factors such as bank composition (e.g., concrete,
stone, brick, and soil) and view to the water and explore
preferences for them (Kenwick et al., 2009). Water is given
special attention in relation to coherence or harmony of
scene in a landscape, and thus, potential visual indicators may
include water presence and its spatial location and water colour
(Tveit et al., 2006).

Integration of Objective Estimations and
Subjective Preferences
In our models (Equations 1–5), to get final landscape aesthetic
indicators, both landscaper metrics and their weights in
influencing aesthetic indicators were considered. We derived
the weights from visitors’ subjective preferences. Gathering
feedback from visitors about their aesthetic preferences is
important for better evaluating landscapes. In this study,
human aesthetic preferences and their relations to landscape
composition and configuration could be assumed to be
relatively stable although landscape elements might vary with
time and space. The reasonability of this assumption has
been confirmed in many landscapes, especially in pleasant
landscapes (Hagerhall, 2001; Kalivoda et al., 2014). Due to
common human evolutionary history, there exist similar
aesthetic preferences across cultures and personal differences
(Palmer, 1997, 2004; Tveit et al., 2006; Jorgensen, 2011). On
the other hand, the most respondents were local residents
(69.3% within the range of 10 km around the park), which made
it highly possible that they have the common socio-cultural
surroundings and the relative consensus in aesthetic preferences.
Moreover, a large number of independent respondents
(408) greatly elevated the reliability of the derived weights.
Therefore, our preference study could help to develop a more
general understanding of subjective processes underlying
aesthetic choices.

The Equations 1–5 showed how objective metrics and
subjective preferences were integrated to obtain each
landscape attribute and overall vegetation aesthetic quality.
This integration is one of the advantages of our assessment
by comparing with expert or landscape metrics-based
(both dominant in objective component) or perception-
based (dominant in subjective component) assessments.
This integration fused objective features and subjective
preferences (more general over time and space) rather than
objective features and subjective perceptions (more specific
at time and space) like in psychophysical assessment, which
ensured the generality of conclusions and applicability for
other landscapes.

However, there were still some drawbacks in deriving weights
through preference surveys in this case study. For example,
the survey samples and methods to estimate the weights
of riparian vegetation aesthetic indicators are different from
those to estimate the weights of river waterbody aesthetic
indicators. The inconsistence might influence the assessment
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when integrating vegetation and waterbody aesthetics, although
it will not influence their respective assessment. Therefore, in this
study, the final overall aesthetic quality was more of a reference
meaning. Further study will consider the mutual interaction
between vegetation and waterbody aesthetics when their survey
samples and methods are consistent.

Some feature indicators may be hardly understood by
non-experts (Frank et al., 2013). For instance, visitors may
understand variations in patch type, area, and shape. However,
the concepts of proximity or similarity diversity may not be
easily comprehended, which increases uncertainty. However, this
uncertainty was moderated by the greatest contribution of MSIDI
and MSIDISHAPE and the smallest contribution of MSIDIPROX to
landscape complexity (see Equation 9).

We did not differentiate the responses of local and non-
local visitors. However, these groups may have different aesthetic
preferences (Frank et al., 2013; Deng et al., 2017). Non-local
visitors are often more sensitive to how the scenery differs
from their previous living space, while local visitors may be
accustomed to the scenery. Moreover, the lifestyles and habits
formed in different environments may lead to different aesthetic
preferences. If this were the case, the responses would need to be
studied at group level.

Another set of factors that may be important to form
aesthetic preferences are personal characteristics including age,
gender, education, experiences, occupation, income, hobbies,
and professional qualification (Van den Berg et al., 1998;
Jorgensen, 2011; Kearney and Bradley, 2011; Sahraoui et al.,
2016; Wang and Zhao, 2017). There might still be more or
less variability among individual preferences even if under the
similar socio-cultural surroundings and political and economic
contexts (Kalivoda et al., 2014). We will examine the impacts
of interpersonal differences on landscape aesthetic choices and
experience in a future study.

Validation of Modelled Landscape
Aesthetic Indicators
Direct Validation Based on Perception Surveys
Perception surveys were supposed to be applied for validating
the modelled landscape attribute values. Comparing with viewing
photos or other visual media, on-site observations and actual
experiences of real multi-dimensional landscapes could improve
the validity of assessments (Palmer, 2000). In this case study,
the large number of observers (102) also greatly elevated the
reliability of the subjective perceptual judgements.

We compared the relative relationships of the modelled
landscape attribute values among the four riparian subareas
with the participants’ perceptual judgements. We found that
the approach could account for the detailed differences in
visual characteristics among the discrete subareas, which
were artificial landscapes with only slight differences in
vegetation elements. For the landscapes with obviously
different scenic features, the approach is expected to deliver
more contrasting results. To confirm the expectation,
a sample of urban landscapes with greater variability
should be included.

However, this relative comparison is normally used with
small sample size, when other quantitative methods are limited
or statistics cannot successfully explain certain quantitative
relationships. For example, in our case study, we found high
correlations between perception-based and landscape metrics-
based results of VVCI, adjusted landscape complexity, and
plant species diversity in the four subareas, but their regression
relationships based on the four samples were insignificant even
though r2 was as high as 0.695. Hence, taking into account the
restricted regional context and the small sample size, we cannot
confidently state that our modelled landscape attribute values do
deliver reliable results. We suggest that future studies should test
the applicability of aesthetic attributes in different landscapes.

The aesthetic indicator values obtained from perception
surveys were assumed to be true, although the validation was
constrained by the lack of consensus on the meaning of aesthetics
and agreed-upon theories of visual landscape aesthetics (Daniel,
2001; Sahraoui et al., 2016), which is beyond the study. We
discuss here several potential sources for the uncertainty of
landscape perceptions.

1) Uncertainty of perception from landscape complexity

From the regression and correlation analysis, we found
that the agreement between the modelled and perception-
based landscape complexity was not as good as that for VVCI
(indicating landscape naturalness) and plant species diversity.
Landscape complexity is an abstract concept, and it is not
easy to determine what landscape elements actually constitutes
complexity and how these relate to aesthetic perceptions (Tveit
et al., 2006). More importantly, landscape complexity must be
obtained from the landscape as a whole, and some perceptions
did come from an extensive view over the surrounding area,
while other perceptions might come from a fixed viewpoint. The
possible mismatch between observed scales and intrinsic scales
increases the uncertainty (Palmer, 2004).

2) Uncertainty of perception from single landscape aesthetic
feature

In this study, in addition to the three integrated landscape
attributes, we assessed and validated single aesthetic features
such as herb, shrub, and tree species diversity by comparing
estimations with how they were perceived. However, the
agreements here were not as strong as those for holistic
landscape attribute (plant species diversity), except for high
consistency in the subareas with the maximum or minimum
values. The regression relationship in which MSIDISPEC-herb
was one of the independent variables was less significant than
when it was excluded (Figures 8A,B). Equation 10 also showed
that in comparing with shrub and tree species, herb species
made the smallest contribution to plant species diversity. Most
visitors identified herb species without specific knowledge of
species taxonomy, resulting in most subareas being perceived
as having similar herb species diversity (Figure 6D), although
actual diversity might differ greatly. The holistic judgement of
landscape attributes (e.g., plant species diversity) can reduce the
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arbitrariness and uncertainty that comes from the perception of
single features (e.g., MSIDISPEC-herb) (Hagerhall, 2001).

3) Uncertainty of perception from participants

Like the preference study, we did not differentiate the
perceptions of local and non-local visitors and did not
incorporate the influence of demographic factors on perceptions.

Indirect Validation Based on Recreational Activities
We did not make perception survey for overall vegetation
and waterbody aesthetic quality, and thus could not directly
validate them. They were indirectly validated based on the
recreational activities correlated with vegetation and waterbody
scenery, such as strolling, sitting, fishing, and playing with water.
However, there were still other factors that might influence the
potential relationships between aesthetic quality and recreational
activities, even if we left out the activities that linked the
factors beyond the aesthetic quality (such as playing basketball,
jogging, and bicycling).

It seems that there is no close relationship between fishing
and waterbody aesthetic quality, and fishing should be more
affected by the seemingly more important factors (such as
amount of fish). However, some hidden relationships can
be found based on the direct linkage between amount of
fish and water conditions (including water area and water
quality) associated with waterbody aesthetics. Moreover, like
other activities such as strolling, sitting, and playing with
water, fishing was more of a kind of leisure activity to relax
and enjoy rather than to acquire food in this park. Hence,
it was surrounding environment and water conditions rather
than amount of fish that was the most important factors to
select fishing sites.

In some cases, it may be necessary to further differ
short-time and long-time activities or identify purposes of
activities when relating them with aesthetics. For example,
what many seats beside paths offered was more of temporary
resting rather than prolonged staying for chatting or playing.
Only if an activity lasted for quite much time at a site
can it be used to indicate its relationship with the site’s
aesthetics, because it implies that the site and its surroundings
can offer pleasant scenery, not just a temporary resting
place. In some way, this resulted in more sitting while
entertaining in A1 and A4 where there was more pleasant
vegetation environment.

In some cases, it seems that some physical settings may play
more important role than aesthetic quality in the occurrence of
these activities (Casado-Arzuaga et al., 2014). If it were the case,
the activity-based indirect validation will be not reliable. The
existence of some settings (such as seats and fishing platform)
does increases the chance of an activity (such as sitting and
fishing). However, the existence or number of these settings
may not be highly correlated with the occurrence of some
activities. For example, A3 had about 34 more seats beside
the paths than both A1 and A4 (Supplementary Appendix
E), but more sitting in A4 and A1 than in A3 (Figure 9),
because sitting occurred not only in seats but also on ground.
Whether there was a seat was not as important as whether there

was more tree shade. In both A4 and A1, large tree crowns
(averaging 1.5 m width) provided more shades and comfortable
microclimate. From the correlation analyses between the number
of visitors sitting near trees and tree crown breadth (Pearson
correlation coefficient R = 0.843), it showed that presence of
large tree crowns made visitors significantly more likely to
stay in the shades. Both A2 and A3 had small tree crowns
(averaging 1.0 m width), and consequently far fewer visitors sat
there in the hot summer. Moreover, A3 had the only fishing
platform over the entire buffer (Table 1), but much more
water-based recreations occurred in A4, where people fished
or played with water on the trampled open spaces along the
riverside rather than on a fishing platform. Therefore, in this
study, it was vegetation and waterbody conditions (rather than
physical settings) that were highly appreciated for recreational
activities like sitting, fishing, and playing with water. In this
sense, the activity-based indirect validation of aesthetic quality
was reasonable and reliable.

CONCLUSION

We proposed a comprehensive approach for aesthetic quality
assessment of urban landscapes to address the questions
on determination, integration, and validation of landscape
aesthetic indicators.

For the determination of quantitative landscape aesthetic
indicators, a four-level system was developed, from the bottom
features up to attributes, component qualities, and finally
overall quality. The selected feature metrics could provide
objective information on landscape visual and spatial features and
ecological implications. In addition, they could account for the
impact of landscape composition and configuration on aesthetic
quality. However, the selection of metrics is open, and metrics
should vary with study areas.

To obtain each integrated landscape aesthetic attribute and
quality, we conducted questionnaire-based surveys for aesthetic
preferences, from which the more general weights of each feature
influencing corresponding attribute, the importance of each
attribute for vegetation or waterbody quality, and the importance
of each component for overall quality were derived. The approach
implemented the joint of objective metrics and subjective
preferences and thus addressed the question on the integration
of aesthetic indicators. This joint is also one of the advantages of
our approach comparing with expert-based or landscape metrics-
based or perception-based assessment approaches.

In our case study for artificially restored adjacent
riparian landscapes, we observed that landscape naturalness,
landscape complexity, and plant species diversity as
modelled by the integrated landscape metrics had high
and positive correlations with perception-based aesthetic
judgements from visitors. What is needed now is to conduct
an extended study for other types of scenes in other
geographic locations and socio-cultural contexts to assess
these relationships. Moreover, the modelled vegetation and
waterbody aesthetic quality values were able to explain main
recreational activities within the vegetation buffer and at
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the riverside, respectively. These results validated the integrated
aesthetic predictors and the comprehensive assessment approach.

In theory, the methodology is replicable and hence
transferable to other frameworks that assess ecosystem cultural
service. In practice, the approach is expected to extrapolate
to other urban landscapes with some modifications in the
future. The approach can be useful in establishing indicators to
quantify, measure, and compare the current landscape aesthetic
qualities and predict the effects of landscape design, planning,
and management on aesthetic characters. Finally, the approach is
open to criticism and improvement by peers.
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